Abstract-Measuring textual semantic similarity has been a subject of intense discussion in NLP and AI for many years. A new area of research has emerged that applies semantic similarity measures within Twitter. However, the development of these measures for the semantic analysis of tweets imposes fundamental challenges. The sparsity, ambiguity, and informality present in social media are hampering the performance of traditional textual similarity measures as "tweets", have special syntactic and semantic characteristics. This paper reviews and evaluates the performance of topological, statistical, and hybrid similarity measures, in the context of Twitter analysis. Furthermore, the performance of each measure is compared against a naïve keyword-based similarity computation method to assess the significance of semantic computation in capturing the meaning in tweets. An experiment is designed and conducted to evaluate the different measures through examining various metrics, including correlation, error rates, and statistical tests on a benchmark dataset. The potential weaknesses of semantic similarity measures in relation to Twitter applications of textual similarity assessment and the research contributions are discussed. This research highlights challenges and potential improvement areas for the semantic similarity of tweets, a resource for researchers and practitioners.
I. INTRODUCTION
Short Text Semantic Similarity (STSS) measures are employed for measuring the degree to which short-texts are subjectively evaluated by humans as being semantically equivalent to each other [1] . Short-texts refer to typical human utterances that are of sentence length ranging from 10 to 25 words [2] . Human generated sentences are prone to forms of text that do not conform to typical grammatical and syntactical rules of a sentence. O'Shea et al. [2] suggested that semantic similarities of these short-texts can be measured through the application of STSS measures. These measurements are gaining prominence as much research in the field of natural language processing (NLP) and artificial intelligence (AI) are emerging in multiple domains. The task of assessing the semantic similarity between short-texts has been a central problem in NLP, due to its importance in a variety of applications. Some of the earliest text similarity applications have been implemented for text classification and information retrieval [3] , automatic word sense disambiguation [4] , and extractive text summarization [5] . More recent applications of STSS include the incorporation of the measure in a conversational agent to reduce the time associated with the scripting process [6] , measuring the similarity between documents [7] , and in supervised learning and text classification [8] . Measuring semantic similarity can be performed at various levels, ranging from words, phrases and sentences, to paragraphs and documents. Each of these categories employ different methods and techniques to gauge the underlying meaning at that particular level.
A. Problem Statement
In this paper, the focus is on semantic similarity measures at the short text level. The challenges in determining the degree of semantic equivalence between sentences is attributed to the variations in natural language expressions. In natural languages, a single meaning of a sentence can be expressed in many ways, and therefore the task of measuring the semantic similarity of natural language sentences is very complex. This problem is more prevalent in Online Social Network (OSN) texts due to the informal nature and the high degree of lexical variations used. Areas of work within related fields, such as classification and clustering of tweets face similar issues when identifying similarities in natural language text presented in Twitter [9] . To illustrate some challenges present in Twitter, consider the following tweet [10] : "#qcpoli enjoyed a hearty laugh today with #plq debate audience for @jflisee #notrehome tune was that the intended reaction?" The presence of symbols, spelling mistakes, letter repetitions, e.g. "@jflisee", and abbreviations complicate the process of tokenization and Part-of-Speech [11] tagging required by text analysis tasks. Little research has been conducted in the area of semantic analysis of Twitter data especially in relation to semantically measuring the degree of equivalence between tweets. This may be attributed to the characteristics of such data that make the task significantly more difficult than analyzing general short-text. However, several studies highlighted the potential and significance of developing semantic similarity measures [12] and paraphrase identification techniques [13] , [14] specifically for tweets. In the context of Twitter, semantic similarity measures are particularly useful in reducing the challenge of high redundancy and the sparsity inherent in its data. One of the possible approaches to reduce the complexity of dealing with massive data is through integration of these measures in applications of Machine Learning.
This paper addresses the problem of STSS applicability in the context of Twitter short text messages. As these messages share special lexical and syntactical characteristics, traditional STSS measures, which analyse proper English sentences fail to capture the semantic similarities between these messages. Therefore, this paper sets out to review and empirically evaluate different approaches to STSS measures to compare their performance on a labelled dataset of tweets. This is particularly important for research aiming to adapt or develop new STSS measures that consider the different sorts of noise present in social media data.
B. Research Questions
The 
C. Contributions and Outline
In this paper, topological-based and statistical-based STSS measures are reviewed and evaluated in terms of performance. Towards accomplishing this purpose, the research investigated in this paper has the following objectives: 1) Provide an overview of the different approaches that can be adapted for identifying sentence-based semantic similarities. 2) Highlight the challenges of the natural language used in Twitter that hamper the performance of semantic similarity measures. 3) Evaluate and compare the performance of various STSS measures in applications of Twitter short text messages. A hybrid semantic similarity is a more recent approach which is composed of a combination of different implementations of STSS measures. The resource of integrated information provided in this paper shall provide insights on the relevant issues and perspectives that should be considered in future proposals, and therefore facilitate the development of future works that aim to contribute to the field of Twitter NLP and social media analysis. Fig. 1 summarizes the similarity approaches studied in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the methods that are used in the review part. Section III describes the three categories of STSS measures under consideration. Section IV discusses the challenges presented in Twitter that hinder the performance of these measures and observations derived from the reviewed approaches. Section V explains the experimental methodology in terms of design, hypothesis, dataset and sample size, feature set, and experiment analysis and evaluation metrics. In section VI, the experiment results and analysis using correlations, Mean Squared Error (MSE) and inferential statistical analysis are presented and explained. Section VII discusses the experiment results and observations taking into consideration the current settings in which the experiment took place. Finally, the conclusion and further directions are provided in Section VIII.
II. METHODS

A. Inclusion Criteria
The inclusion criteria for the contributions reviewed in this research are as follows: 1) Contributions to enhance the semantic textual analysis of Twitter short text messages through the development of semantic similarity measures. 2) Contributions to determine latent topics in textual data obtained from Twitter through potential semantic similarity processes for topic modelling, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which is further elaborated in Section III.B.
III. SHORT TEXT SEMANTIC SIMILARITY MEASURES
STSS measures are generally divided, in terms of their core functionality and attributes, into three categories: topological, statistical, and hybrid.
A. Topology-Based STSS
The semantic similarity between short-texts can be gauged through defining a topological similarity, which is based on using knowledge bases such as ontologies. The distance between terms and concepts are determined by means of these resources. Calculating the topological similarity between ontological concepts can be done either by using the edges and their types (edge-based) or the nodes and their properties (node-based) as data sources. Liu and Wang [15] presented a topological measure for computing the semantic similarity between short texts based on the structural and semantic relationships in a predefined hierarchical concept tree (HCT), without requiring any additional corpus information. A major drawback of this approach is that it does not take into account the word's sequence in which it appears in the sentence. For instance, the sentences the cat chased the dog and the dog chased the cat would be considered identical.
Another drawback is related to the scalability and performance of the current state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries. The authors in [16] argue that these drawbacks are due to using naïve graph representation models, which fail to capture the intrinsic structure of the represented taxonomies. Consequently, topological algorithms that are based on naïve models suffer from degraded performance due to demanding high computational cost. This complexity problem is derived from the caching strategy adopted by current semantic measures libraries. This strategy stores all nodes' ancestors and descendants within the taxonomy, which significantly increases memory usage leading to scalability problems concerning the taxonomy size. Moreover, the dynamic resizing of the caching data structures, further memory allocation, or the integration with external relational databases will raise performance issues.
Current state-of-the-art is a new representation model for taxonomies, along with a new software library based on it [16] . This model is claimed to properly encode the intrinsic structures and bridges the aforementioned gaps of scalability and performance. It is an adaptation of the half edge representation in the field of computational geometry [17] in order to represent and interrogate large taxonomies in an efficient manner.
1) Applications of topology-based STSS in Twitter Analysis:
Rudrapal et al. [18] proposed a method for measuring the semantic similarity between Bengali tweets using the Bengali WordNet developed by Das and Bandyopadhyay [19] . The Bengali model computes the semantic similarity score of a pair of tweets through the use of a lexical based method. It is built on the basis of analyzing common words similarity among tweets. This approach may be used for English tweets, bearing in mind that Bengali tweets are less noisy in nature compared to English, and therefore requires less comprehensive pre-processing. This is because people tend to use fewer abbreviated words (e.g. "great" instead of "gr8"), character repetition (e.g. "heeeey" for "hey"), etc. in Bengali tweets. Another approach to applying topological STSS which is based on knowledge bases is provided in [20] . The authors utilized the English WordNet ontology [21] to estimate the semantic score between microblogs and recommended the top similar microblog records to the user. In their approach, the authors computed the similarity between sentences based on the similarity of the pairs of words contained in the corresponding sentences. Furthermore, the semantic similarity between two word senses is captured through path length, in which the taxonomy is treated as an undirected graph and the distance is calculated between them based on WordNet. The performance of this approach was compared to a statistical based approach, which will be presented and discussed in Section III.B. Findings suggested that this topological-based approach performed better than the statistical-based one in terms of precision. Further research aimed at comparing the performance of several models for determining topic coherence in relation to a Twitter dataset with human assessments has been conducted in [22] . Among the utilized models, the approach employed an individual thesaurus and corpus based measures to determine the semantic similarity between terms within extracted topics from the Twitter dataset. The topics were identified through Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (described further in Section III.B) and each topic was represented by the top ten words ranked according to their probabilities in the term distribution. Any two words from these top ten form word pairs of a topic and the topic coherence is measured by averaging the semantic similarity of all word pairs in that topic. In this approach, the semantic similarity was computed by using individual measures on WordNet and statistical measures on Wikipedia and a Twitter corpus containing 30,151,847 processed tweets. Three path length based methods were used to calculate the lexical similarity between words in WordNet, LCH [23] , JCN [24] , and LESK [4] . LCH finds the shortest path between concepts in WordNet. This path length is then scaled by the maximum length observed in the "is-a" hierarchy, in which the two concepts occur. JCN, on the other hand, includes the information of the least common subsumer in addition to the shortest path length. Finally, LESK incorporates information from WordNet glosses, where it finds overlaps between the glosses of the two concepts under consideration, in addition to the concepts that directly link to them. This WordNet based approach will be referred to in the subsequent section, where comparisons are made.
B. Statistical-Based STSS
Statistical approaches determine the semantic similarity between short texts through calculating words co-occurrence frequencies based on a large corpus of text. Deerwester et al.'s Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is the prominent statistical-based semantic similarity measure, which is provided as a method for information retrieval [25] . LSA, which is sometimes referred to as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), is based on the distributional hypotheses that words similar in meaning will occur in similar contexts [26] . Therefore, calculating word similarity can be derived from a statistical analysis of a large text corpus. The set of unique terms and documents (short-texts in this context) in the corpus are used to generate a high dimensional matrix of terms occurrences. This term-document matrix is commonly decomposed by the application of a matrix factorization algorithm such as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The incorporation of SVD into LSA reduces the dimensionality of the single frequency matrix through approximating it into three sub matrices, term-concept matrix, singular value matrix, and concept-document matrix. The SVD process in LSA preserves the important semantic information while reducing noise presented in the original space. It has been found that SVD has improved the effectiveness of word similarity measures [27] .
LDA is a semantic topic extraction model that is based on probabilities [28] . LDA is a significant extension of LSA, where terms are grouped into topics, in which most of these terms exist in more than one topic [29] . Despite the commonalities between LDA and LSA, each of the algorithms generate distinct models. While LSA uses SVD in which the maximum variance across the data is determined for a reduced number of dimensions, LDA employs a Bayesian model. This model considers each document as a mixture of underlying topics and every topic is modeled as a mixture of term probabilities from a vocabulary. Moreover, even though LDA and LSA outputs may be used in similar scenarios, the values of their outputs represent completely different quantities, with different ranges and meanings. LSA generates term by concept and document by concept correlation matrices, with values ranging between -1 and 1 with negative values denoting inverse correlations. On the other hand, LDA generates term by topic and document by topic probability matrices, in which probabilities range from 0 to 1. LDA has an advantage over LSA, which is its ability to tackle the problem of disambiguation and therefore has higher accuracy. This is done by comparing a document to two topics and determining which of them is closer to the document, across all combinations of topics that seem broadly relevant. This direct interpretation of similarities and differences between the most effective statistical semantic measures is important for the challenging process of understanding which measure may be most appropriate for a given text analysis task. [28] In recent years, there has been an increase in approaches proposing to compose word vectors by using neural language models, which have a core of trained neural networks [30] . Given a sequence of initial words, early neural models were designed to predict the next word in the sentence [31] (e.g. text input auto-completion). While these models can be trained with a variety of techniques to achieve different tasks, they share a common feature of having at their core a dense vector representation of words that can be exploited for computing similarity. This representation is commonly referred to as "neural word embedding", in which their effectiveness varies with regard to the chosen technique and corpus for similarity computation.
1) Applications of statistical-based STSS in Twitter analysis:
Steiger et al. used LDA to assess the semantic similarity among tweets [32] . A corpus of 20.4 million processed tweets was created as the lexical resource for which LDA performed its semantic probabilistic model. The application of LDA reduced the semantic dimensions through clustering co-occurring words into topics. Each topic is referred to by labeling it with the highest probability associated words (>0.03). In their adopted approach of LDA, Steiger et al. assumed each tweet α contains a random number of topics, and each topic is characterized by a word distribution β (see Fig. 2 ). For an individual word w within each tweet, z is the corresponding associated topic. The topic distribution for the overall number of tweets M is denoted by θ, each being of length N. The main challenges encountered, were the estimation of the posterior parameter and the computation of variables such as the number of topics k. However, this study has several limitations that need to be further addressed. Some pitfalls within the bag-of-words (BOW) assumption of LDA caused words to be assigned to various topics while they should be associated with the same topic. Moreover, taking into consideration the syntactical structure (e.g. n-grams) would allow for word orders to be associated to several topics, and therefore better handle semantic complexities. Further, this study did not include the author-topic model [33] (i.e. all tweets of the same user are treated as a single document) due to missing benchmarking process.
Another study that used LDA to gauge the semantic similarity in the context of Twitter data, includes the work presented in [20] , in which a corpus of 548 tweets is used. In this approach, each tweet (microblog) is represented as a topic vector, and consequently, the similarity calculation between tweets is equal to the dot product of the two corresponding topic vectors. This statistical method of assessing the semantic similarity was evaluated and compared to the performance of the topology based approach explained earlier in Section III.A. The results showed that the topological-based approach performed better than the topicbased one in terms of precision.
LSA and Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) statistical approaches were used on Wikipedia and a background dataset of tweets as corpora. SVD was applied to reduce LSA space to 300 dimensions. The empirical evaluation showed that the PMI based measure using Twitter corpus worked better than PMI using Wikipedia, and it best matched the human ground truth ranking of topic coherence on Twitter among all semantic similarity measures used. This might be due to the generic and formal nature of Wikipedia that may prevent capturing specific terms and trends used in Twitter.
C. Hybrid-Based STSS
Some of the topological methods of estimating the semantic similarity may incorporate a statistical function of term frequency in a corpus in order to determine the value of a concept [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . However, their fundamental component of determining the degree of semantic equivalence remains based on a predefined ontology. The similarity computation might also be composed of a combination of statistical and topological methods.
STASIS [35] is an effective measure that estimates the semantic similarity between short sentences based on topological information derived from WordNet ontology and statistical information obtained through the use of the Brown corpus [39] . This measure calculates the overall semantic score of similarity between two sentences based on a function of multiple factors. These factors include the path between two synsets in the ontology, depth of the subsumer in the hierarchical semantic nets, and information content derived from the Brown corpus. STASIS forms a word order vector composed of unique words contained in both sentences. The combination of syntactic word order and semantic information determines the overall similarity. Although the proposed method does not consider word sense disambiguation for polysemous words as this would scale up the measure's complexity, it still performs well as per the experimental results.
During the last few years, many state-of-the-art STSS approaches have used linear combinations of measures. For example, six topology-based and two statistical-based measures were tested in [40] , for the related task of paraphrase identification. In this work, the efficacy of applying topological-based word similarity measures was explored in comparison to texts. They reported that the two approaches are comparable to corpus-based measures such as LSA. The authors of [41] proposed a method that uses a combination of mandatory (string and semantic word) and optional (common word order) similarities. Evaluated on a dataset of 30 sentence pairs, this method outperformed the correlation obtained in [35] . Moreover, a hybrid approach was proposed in [34] where the authors combined a statistical-based semantic relatedness measure over the complete sentence in addition to a topology-based semantic similarity scores that were computed for the words that share similar syntactical role labels in both sentences. These calculated scores performed as the features that were fed to machine learning models such as BOW to predict a single similarity score given two sentences. Results of this method showed a significant improvement of a hybrid measure compared to corpus-based measures taken alone. UKP (Computing Semantic Textual Similarity by Combining Multiple Content Similarity Measures) [38] , is a similarity detection system that showed reasonable correlation results. It implemented a string similarity, a semantic similarity, and text expansion mechanisms and measures related to structure and style. These multiple text similarity measures were combined through the use of a simple regression model based on training data.
1) Applications of hybrid-based STSS in Twitter Analysis:
Das and Smith presented an approach for measuring the semantic similarity between pairs of tweets through identifying whether the two hold a paraphrase relationship [36] . The probabilistic model incorporates syntax and lexical semantics to compute the similarity between two sentences by using a logistic regression model, with eighteen features based on n-grams. The system builds a binary classification model for identifying paraphrase through using precision, recall, and F1-score of n-gram tokens from sentence pairs. The model is capable of determining whether there exists a semantic relationship between a pair of tweets. However, it may be improved by principled combination with more standard lexical approaches.
SemSim is a hybrid based semantic textual similarity system, composed of several modules designed to handle the automatic computation of the degree of equivalence between pieces of multilingual short-text [37] . The system was developed to handle general short texts segments and has been tested on a tweets dataset. The system is composed of a module for calculating the semantic similarity of words and another one for pairs of short-text. The former is the core of the system that computes the semantic similarity based on a combination of HAL and WordNet. The semantic textual similarity module uses the semantic word similarity model to calculate the similarity between pairs of short-text. Keywords similarities are calculated through the word similarity module after aligning multiple terms in one sentence to a single term in the other sentence. The words are then paired and the overall similarity score is computed through the semantic textual similarity (STS) module. Generally, SemSim demonstrated a good performance in terms of correlation, but performed poorly in the case of tweets. This is attributed to the absence of some words in the vocabulary, and the top definitions of other words are not always reliable as they may be less prominent.
This section highlighted current state-of-the-art algorithms to distinguish areas of improvement and stimulate creativity towards the development of new approaches. RQ1 has been explored through discussing settings and features of the aforementioned algorithms in the context of Twitter text analysis. To the best of our knowledge, STSS measures have not been previously reviewed with regard to social media data. Tackling RQ1 paves the way towards RQ2 which investigates weaknesses of applying current STSS measures on the noisy and challenging social data and calls for improvement in research and practice. These challenges and weaknesses are further emphasized in the subsequent section.
IV. STSS CHALLENGES IN TWITTER
One of the most difficult aspects of NLP is to establish the understanding and reasoning of the underlying meaning of the text. The challenge of measuring the semantic similarity increases when there is a reduced quantity and quality of text. In terms of social media data, particularly Twitter, the task becomes much harder due to many inaccuracies that may be present in the short pieces of text. These inaccuracies include: 1) Poor grammatical and syntactical structure due to the character limit which encourage the frequent use of abbreviations and irregular expressions [9] . 2) Misspellings, out-of-vocabulary words, and acronyms. 3) Lots of redundant information as people tend to repost some original messages. 4) Conventions such as hashtags and other metadata that may interrupt the potential meaning in a text.
Due to these inaccuracies, computers face difficulties in understanding the intended meaning or associating the semantic similarity between pairs of tweets. This is especially true in a tweet which expresses sarcasm, such as "I enjoy waiting forever for my appointment", which is common in social media. Therefore, the automation of this process through computation is a challenging task as there are general conventions (hashtags, mentions, URLs, and etc.) and improper English, such as spelling mistakes (e.g. bcuz instead of because), shared on this communication platform. Many approaches to STSS measures have been based upon adaptation of existing document similarity methods of general English, with no comprehensive consideration of the language used in Twitter. As such, these methods are less applicable to the problem domain of Twitter analysis. Several key points with regards to the challenges of the STSS approach in social media datasets, particularly Twitter, have been observed: 1) Topological-based approaches use ontologies to capture the semantic similarity between concepts. These approaches often demonstrate scalable and acceptable performance, however, when applied in the context of social media, their performance degrades. This is due to the informal terms used in these sites that are absent from these English dictionaries. To minimize this problem, some approaches suggest using external informal dictionaries for dealing with out-ofvocabulary tokens. 2) Statistical-based methodologies are not effective for measuring the semantic similarity for short and sparse text as they are for long and rich text. However, they tend to perform better when the utilized corpus consists of the same domain than the case of general corpus, such as the Brown corpus. This is due to the fact that these corpora contain information from traditional media and therefore may fail to capture specific terms and trends dynamically propagated through social media networks. 3) Although not many hybrid based systems were developed for the intended approach, it can be observed that these approaches outperform single measures of determining the semantic similarity between short segments of texts. However, they tend to consume high computational resources. Moreover, it has been observed that a robust preprocessing and feature extractor function that is able to normalize and extract Twitter specific text features may significantly improve the performance of STSS measures in the context of social media data [42] , [43] , [11] .
V. EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
As demonstrated in Section III, STSS measures differ according to their core body of components and functionality. Therefore, an experiment was designed and implemented in order to evaluate the validity of different semantic versus non-semantic STSS when applied in the context of Twitter OSN. These experiments require a dataset that is subjectively annotated with human ratings of the actual similarity score by a predefined class of annotators. Part of the SemEval-2014 shared task comprises a published annotated news tweets training and testing dataset [44] . A corpus of the training data was built for weighting the terms and for the statistical analysis performed by LSA.
This section describes the experiment conducted to evaluate the level of effectiveness of the measures explained in Section III. The results of the measures were normalized as each measure scores on different scale. The empirical evaluation of the measures were made through several statistical analysis and tests in order to answer RQ3. These are further elaborated in the subsequent sections.
A. Hypothesis
The hypothesis to be tested relates to the accuracy of the similarity measure compared to typical human cognition similarity assessment, which is as follows: 
B. Experiment Design
An implementation of the measures under consideration was developed and the outcome was evaluated against a benchmark. The experiment carried out was set to test the correlation between the similarity scores of the human judges and results of the implemented measures. The experimental analysis outcome will provide insights on the direction and potential measure improvement that can be addressed through further research.
The effectiveness of the designed experiment is tested through a representative random sample of the SemEval-2014 dataset. The analysis of the experiment results will be used in further research towards approximating human cognition in similarity assignment and adjusting features and measure's parameters to maximize its accuracy.
C. Dataset and Sample Size
SemEval-2014 is a collection of computational semantic analysis tasks intended to explore the nature of meaning in language. It carried out several semantic tasks, including evaluation of compositional distributional semantic measures through entailment and multilingual semantic textual similarity in Twitter. Multiple datasets were published for system training and testing in order to unify the evaluation and allow for a fair comparison of all contributions. However, as this experiment is aimed at evaluating the capability of a measure to capture the semantic between pairs of tweets, it is necessary have a dataset that is labelled with human ratings. Part of the published trial datasets is a tweetnews dataset containing 750 annotated pairs [44] . The gold standard implements a 5-point Likert scale to interpret the degree of similarity between pairs, as defined by Agirre [45] .
D. Experiment STSS Measures 1) Weighted keyword-based similarity:
The first implemented similarity approach is based on shared keywords rather than semantic similarity. Given the corpus that was generated from the evaluation dataset, each document (tweet) is represented by a vector of weighted terms in that corpus. Each term is then represented by the number of its occurrences in the document multiplied by its frequency of occurrence in the whole corpus as in
Where, tft,d is the total number of occurrences of t in d, dft is the total number of documents containing i, and N is the total number of documents in the corpus. Finally, the cosine of the two vectors (representation of the two short-texts under consideration) yields the similarity value.
2) LSA: Several statistical-based similarity measures have been reviewed and LSA was nominated as it has been reported to outperform LDA in a system that measures the similarity between movies based on their metadata [46] . Although the movies dataset is different than a dataset of tweets, it might uncover potential insights as both datasets share mutual prominent factor, which is the short-text content. There has not been found any equivalent or similar study that was performed on a Twitter dataset.
3) STASIS: STASIS is selected as it accounts for word order as part of its system components. STASIS assigns the similarity score based on a combination of the syntactic and semantic ratio of similarity. Hence, it may have potential capabilities for the domain under consideration. However, this measure was tested on a dataset of short formal English sentences that utilizes WordNet and the Brown corpus, whereas the data under consideration has lots of informality and out of dictionary terms. Therefore, it is necessary to determine and evaluate its applicability through experiments.
E. Feature Set
A feature extractor module has been implemented to parse the text input and generate a set of features that represents the given tweet. In the conducted experiment, the input was represented by the set of weighted unigrams that are presented in a tweet, which are non-function words. The term weights were calculated according to (1) .
F. Experimental Analysis and Evaluation Metrics
The data gathered from each run was collected and subsequently analyzed to explore the findings from the experiment. The experiment results are evaluated through several measures to ensure that they are thoroughly analyzed. These measures include the Pearson correlation coefficient, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, MSE, and a statistical hypothesis test. These are further elaborated in Section VI.
VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section discusses the result of the evaluation metrics.
A. Rational for the Selection of Evaluation Measures
Correlation coefficient: Pearson correlation has been a common practice for assessing the performance of STSS systems through computing the correlation between human judgments and machine assigned semantic similarity scores [1] . Systems that record higher correlations are generally considered "accurate", and would often be among the top choices for the system designer of an STSS based evaluation task. However, this common practice of STSS evaluation through Pearson correlation has been questioned previously. Zesch [47] , reported several limitations of the Pearson correlation, 1) Sensitive to outliers. 2) Limited to measuring linear relationships.
3) The two variables need to be approximately normally distributed. Zesch recommended the usage of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient as it is not sensitive to outliers, nonlinear relationships, and non-normally distributed data. However, most evaluation methods of STSS systems only report the Pearson correlation. Nevertheless, the experiment results were evaluated via computing both Pearson and Spearman's correlation coefficient to avoid uncertainty.
Although Pearson and Spearman's tend to perform different calculations, both outcomes are interpreted in the same way that is mentioned above. Correlation scatterplots between the measures and human annotations are shown in Fig. 3 , where each point represent a pair in the dataset. The least MSE results are the closest to human judgments. The results on the SemEval-2014 dataset with gold standards are summarized in Table 1 , showing Pearson's r, Spearman's ρ, and MSE.
B. Statistical Test
Selecting an appropriate statistical technique for testing the hypothesis is the most difficult part when conducting research [48] . This is attributed to the lack of a universal methodology that clearly guides researchers on the right statistical test choice [49] . The challenge of this choice refers to the variations in the nature of research, as it depends on the type of research questions that need to be addressed. In terms of the STSS measures, it also depends on the scale of similarity assignment, the variables to be analyzed, the underlying assumptions for specific statistical techniques, and the nature of the data itself [48] .
Parametric tests are inferential statistical analysis based on assumptions regarding the population and require numerical score [50] . Non-parametric techniques do not employ such strict requirements nor do they make distribution assumptions, and therefore sometimes referred to as distribution free tests. These tests are most often used with categorical and ordinal data as they do not require the data to be normally distributed and are not based on a set of assumptions about the population [51] .
The "Test of normality" is investigated to test the distribution of the data. It is generally agreed that significant values greater than 0.05 indicate that the data is similar to a normal distribution, otherwise it is not normally distributed. Table 2 presents the results of the normality test. As the data is not normally distributed, a nonparametric test will be utilized for the data analysis. Hence, the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test will be used to test the hypothesis. This test is the nonparametric alternative to the repeated measure t-test, however, Wilcoxon converts scores to ranks and compares them instead of comparing the means of the two systems under study. It can be concluded that the differences between the two scores is statistically significant, if the significance level (p-value) is equal to or less than .05 [48] .
In addition to classifying the data in terms of normality, inferential statistical analysis tests were carried out to investigate whether the similarity results obtained from each measure are any close to human judgments.
C. Inferential Statistical Analysis
Wilcoxon Signed Rank was used to test the following hypothesis: H0a: μd = 0 (No significant difference between the actual and measured values) H1a: μd ≠ 1 (Significant difference between the actual and measured values)
1) Hypothesis Result:
A Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was established on each measure paired with the gold standard, were actual refers to human judgments and estimated refers to similarity measurements. The results demonstrated that for each of the similarity measures tested to evaluate the accuracy of the measures in the context of Twitter short-text, there is a statistically significant difference (p-value < 0.05) between the similarity obtained by the measures and the gold standard (accept H1a and reject H0a). Consequently, this means that the actual and predicted values are numerically not close (accept H1b and reject H0b). The results of the statistical analysis are present in Table 3 . The evaluation methods are further discussed in Section VII.
VII. DISCUSSION
The goal of the evaluation criteria utilized to gauge the performant of the STSS measures are twofold. The first part involved employing metrics to assess and compare the accuracy between measures under investigation in relation to the gold standard. Whereas the next part involved performing an inferential statistical analysis to test how close are the measures to human judgment.
The evaluation using Pearson correlation demonstrated the highest result for the weighted BOW (0.7102) and the lowest for LSA (0.6753). However, these results might not be reliable as the data contained outliers, such as a tweet that is composed of two words or even one, in which Pearson correlation is sensitive. Therefore, the correlations were better represented using Spearman's rank, which employs rankings instead of the actual scores. The results on the SemEval-2014 dataset based on Spearman's showed that there is no strong correlation for the three measures; however, STASIS and the weighted BOW approach were more correlated to human judgments than LSA, with STASIS slightly higher. However, the intrinsic common evaluation based on only correlation in the differentiation between STSS systems might be ill suited as mentioned earlier in Section VI. Therefore, the need of an additional evaluation measure has led to calculating the MSE in order to find out which one had the least error rate. STASIS had an average error of 0.8168, LSA 1.3304, and weighted BOW recorded 1.4009 when compared with the gold standard. It can be concluded that the semantic-based measures performed better than the keyword-based, although LSA was not substantially less than the weighted BOW (0.1), but STASIS was less by 0.6.
The inferential analysis revealed negative statistics not only for the keyword-based approach, but also for the statistical and for hybrid based approaches. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank test showed that there is a significant difference between the similarity scores obtained by the three measures, and the gold standard. This is attributed to the dataset that these measures were applied to. While the evaluated measures may be effective in approximating the human ratings in different settings of short-text data, it is evident that the challenges present in Twitter language (discussed in section IV) are hampering the accuracy and effectiveness of these measures. These require further research to enhance the performance of the semantic similarity measure.
The analysis of the results are useful in guiding further work of measure adaptation to deal with the textual challenges present in Twitter. This can be achieved through examining cases where the measure performed poorly and adjusting parameters, such as redesigning the feature set in a way that had better capture a tweet's semantical structure.
VIII. COLCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents the work conducted to address the research questions provided in Section I.B. The evaluation of different STSS measures revealed insights for the development of new STSS measures to overcome the weaknesses of existing ones in capturing the semantics of Twitter data.
The experimental results showed evidence that, although the evaluated measures may produce high correlations when dealing with proper English text, the nature of most shorttextual data propagated in social media, are hindering the performance of these measures. Thus, it is imperative to adapt the components of such measures in a way that can understand the modern natural language generated in Twitter. This is particularly useful for applications of Machine Learning handling social media data.
Towards proceeding with future research, the preliminary evaluation revealed key information regarding the accuracy of STSS measures compared to a non-semantic based measure in the context of Twitter data. The main observations are summarized as follows:
The features used in the implemented experiment are not adequate to handle the challenges presented in the language and structure of Twitter data, and therefore additional preprocessing and features need to be utilized. Semantic-based measures performed better than the keyword-based measure in detecting the degree of semantic equivalence between pairs of tweets.
While STASIS performed better than LSA, they are both potential contenders for estimating the semantic similarity between tweets and therefore require further investigation, as some of their components may be integrated and utilized for developing a Twitter-specific semantic similarity measure. Further research continue on towards determining new methodologies for adapting and developing scalable and robust STSS measures that can handle the unstructured and noisy microblogging data.
